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FADE IN:

INT. SMALL OFFICE - NIGHT

Three large windows with raised blinds offer a view of the 
courtyard outside. A green sofa and matching recliner sit 
line each side of a Persian rug. A large plant in the corner.

TOM, late 20s, face full of stubble, lounges on the couch. He 
wouldn’t be too bad looking if he cleaned himself up.

TOM
I don’t like telling people I’m 
going to a shrink.

SHARON, late 30s, hair pulled back, thin rimmed glasses, a 
pad full of notes in her lap, sits in the recliner.

SHARON
Please don’t use that term.

Tom sits up.

TOM
But don’t you think psychologist 
has way too many syllables in it?

SHARON
Are you going to take this 
seriously, or should we call it a 
night?

Tom retreats, like a scolded child, back into the couch.

TOM
I’ll take it seriously.

SHARON
Why does telling people makes you 
uncomfortable?

TOM
Everyone automatically assumes 
you’re a mental case.

SHARON
Are you a mental case?

TOM
I have obsessive compulsive 
disorder.



SHARON
That’s not what I asked. And no, 
you don’t.

Tom is adamant.

TOM
Yeah, I do.

SHARON
Everyone with a doctoral degree 
from Yale raise your hand.

Sharon looks around the office, as if searching through a 
crowd. She stops and looks back at Tom.

TOM
You made your point.

Sharon flips through her notes, searching for something. 
After a second she finds what she’s looking for.

SHARON
Dr. Girbaud told me that you 
diagnosed yourself with several 
phobias. Tell me about them.

TOM
You want the little ones or the big 
ones.

SHARON
Tell me about--

She scans her notes again.

SHARON (CONT’D)
The big three.

TOM
There’s death, obviously. Flying, 
won’t do it. And clowns, hate ‘em.

SHARON
Clowns?

TOM
Long story.
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EXT. TOM’S HOUSE - NIGHT

A ranch style home. Bay window. A few steps lead up to a 
small porch. Detached garage back past the house.

A 1987 faded blue Ford Fiesta pulls into the drive way. The 
lights go out.

INT. TOM’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Old faded grey couch and matching recliner. Patterned area 
rug. Zenith CRT TV. This stuff has been here 25 years.

Laying on the couch is SCOTT, late 20s, white dress shirt, 
black slacks, his loose tie draped over his shoulder.

Tom enters through the front door.

TOM
Sometimes I wonder why I pay her.

He tosses his keys into a small bowl on the TV stand.

TOM (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Three sessions. I’m out one hundred 
eighty bucks. And for what? 

ON THE TV: A group of women sit around a coffee table 
complaining about their jobs.

TOM (CONT’D)
What’s this shit?

SCOTT
No idea. TV was on when I got home. 
Too lazy to get up.

TOM
Mitch never turns anything off when 
he leaves.

Tom manually changes the channel on the cable box to CNN. He 
flops down in the recliner.

SCOTT
Never been to a shrink.

TOM
You’re not missing out. This one 
keeps telling me everything I’ve 
researched about myself is wrong.
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SCOTT
Women always think they know more 
about you.

INT. FUNERAL HOME - DAY 

People mill around. Somber faces. Hushed voices. Standard 
issue mourning clothes. A few lit candles.

Tom stands in the middle of the room staring straight ahead 
at the glossy silver half open casket in front of him. No one 
seems to notice he’s there.

Tom slowly makes his way to the casket. He arrives at the 
side and swallows hard. He leans forward. The body inside 
just about to come into view--

INT. TOM’S HOUSE - TOM’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Tom’s laying in his bed. He opens his eyes. Blinks a few 
times. Then just stares at the ceiling.

The room is very clean, if not plain. Bed. Small desk. 
Dresser. An old poster of Mickey Mantel hangs on the wall.

Tom looks over at the alarm clock.

ON THE ALARM CLOCK: 4:38 AM

He stares back at the ceiling and sighs.

TOM
I hate my life.

EXT. SMALL CAFE - PATIO - DAY 

A group of small tables. Two chairs at each. People enjoy 
coffee. Small sandwiches. A calm breeze.

Tom repeatedly taps his index table on the table as he stares 
straight across at HOWARD, mid 40s, balding, old brown sport 
coat, who nervously pats down his obvious comb over.

TOM
You said you’d have me in over ten 
papers by now. 

HOWARD
I know, I know, but things don’t 
always work out the way you plan.
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TOM
My comic strip is in one damn paper 
right now Howard.

A few patrons look over. Hushed voices. Howard sheepishly 
looks back with a smile.

HOWARD
Tommy boy, these things take time. 
It’s not just you. No one’s taking 
on any new strips. Ad revenues are 
down. Budgets getting slashed. 
Whole departments laid off.

TOM
What about that paper out in New 
Mexico? I thought they were 
interested.

HOWARD
They were, but wanted to meet face 
to face. Since you won’t fly...

Tom runs his hands through his hair. An uneasy silence.

TOM
This is all I know how to do. If I 
don’t get into more papers, and 
start making some money, I’m going 
to be screwed.

HOWARD
These things turn around. They 
always do. But you gotta stay 
positive. Okay buddy.

Tom’s tone suggests he doesn’t believe Howard.

TOM
Sure.

INT. TRADER JOE’S - CHEESE COOLER - DAY

Urban professionals. Middle aged hipsters. Soccer moms. A 
variety of patrons push their carts. Tom is reading the back 
of a package of feta cheese. His face is tense. Stressed.

A woman’s face appears in the portal of a nearby door. 
MICHELLE, mid 20s, dark hair, spots Tom and smiles. She 
enters and walks over to Tom.

MICHELLE
I thought that was you.
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TOM
Hey Michelle.

MICHELLE
What’s up?

TOM
The usual. Doing the strip. Saving 
the planet. Fighting the man.

Tom tosses the feta into his cart.

CHIP ISLE - MOMENTS LATER

A canyon of various types of chips with bright packaging. 
Rows of salsa jars lined up beneath each bag.

MICHELLE
You look stressed.

TOM
Lunch meeting with my agent. He 
can’t get my strip into any other 
newspapers, blah, blah, blah.

MICHELLE
I wish I could help.

TOM
I wish my agent didn’t suck. Its 
sort of ruined the whole day.

Tom grabs a bag of chips and tosses it into his cart.

MICHELLE
What about putting your strip 
online?

TOM
I’d have to learn new stuff. 
Computers. Photoshop. Blogs. 
Youtube. Big pain in the ass.

MICHELLE
You know what you are? You’re a 
Debbie Downer. All you do is 
concentrate on the negative.

An OBESE WOMAN is wandering the isle looking completely lost. 
Tom nods in her direction.

TOM
Looks like you’re on.
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Michelle walks toward the Obese Woman, turning briefly to 
face Tom.

MICHELLE
Think positive and good things 
happen. Try it some time.

Michelle arrives at the Obese Woman and they wander off, 
Michelle tossing a quick wave to Tom. He snags a quick glance 
at her butt before she rounds the corner and out of view.

INT. KITCHEN - DAY 

Tom is making himself a sandwich. Bread. Meat. Napkins. 
Cheese. Condiments. Everything arranged in right angles.

TOM
So she took her lunch break, we 
went back to her place, and bam.

SCOTT (O.S.)
You did not.

Tom smirks.

TOM
Nah, she had to go help some lady.

SCOTT (O.S.)
Time’s ticking on that man. Hot 
commodity. A girl like that doesn’t 
stay in one place long.

Tom takes his sandwich and plops down at the kitchen table. 
Scott is lying on the couch in the family room watching TV.

TOM
I know. But I won’t do anything, 
because I’m a giant vagina.

SCOTT
You said it. Not me.

Tom takes a bite of his sandwich.

INT. TOM’S HOUSE - TOM’S BEDROOM - DAY 

Tom is laying bed staring at the ceiling. He looks over at 
the alarm clock, 5:34 A.M. He sighs.
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INT. BASEMENT OFFICE - DAY 

The office is like something out of a late 1950’s interior 
design catalog. Brown cloth couch. Two pea green leather 
chairs. An old steelcase desk with drawers on each side.

A nearby metal shelving unit is full of drawing supplies. 
Everything neatly arranged.

An award for “Best Local Comic Strip” from the Atlanta 
Journal Constitution hangs on the wall.

Tom sits down at the desk. The desk lamp dimly lights his 
workspace. He sips some steaming coffee and tunes an old 
transistor radio to NPR.

He grabs a drafting pencil out of the pencil drawer and 
starts to draw.

INT. FAMILY ROOM - DAY 

The morning news is on the TV. Tom watches intently. Coffee 
mug in hand. Scott passes through the family rooms. He’s 
fussing with his black tie.

TV NEWS ANCHOR
The details of the buyout offer 
from Rupert Murdoch’s NEWSCORP for 
the COX Enterprise’s owned Atlanta 
Journal Constitution are minimal. 

Scott suddenly stops.

SCOTT
Whoa, wait, what?

TOM
Shut up.

TV NEWS ANCHOR
One highly ranked anonymous AJC 
employee told WXIA that the buyout 
offer is generous. The move is 
scene by many as the beginning of 
News Corp’s push into the 
southeastern United States.

TOM
This sucks balls.

Tom turns of the TV.
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TOM (CONT’D)
This really sucks balls.

Scott wanders off down the hallway.

SCOTT (O.S.)
Newspapers get bought and sold all 
the time. This isn’t anything new. 
Everything will be fine.

TOM
That’s the same thing everyone at 
the Wall Street Journal heard right 
before News Corp laid them off.

He slurps his coffee. 

TOM (CONT’D)
Phenomenal way to start the day 
off. Christ.

Tom looks disgusted and walks into the kitchen.

EXT. GEORGIA TECH FITNESS CENTER PARKING LOT- DAY 

It’s raining. College students of all shapes and sizes hustle 
in and out the gym doors, trying to avoid getting wet.

JULIA, early 20s, a sporty looking blonde, exits. A gym bag 
slung over her shoulder. She spots Tom’s car at the curb.

INT. TOM’S CAR - CONTINUOUS

Julia gets in the passenger side.

JULIA
Thanks for giving me a ride.

TOM
The things you do for family.

Tom drives off. He looks tense. Julia notices.

JULIA
You okay?

TOM
Been a bad couple of days. Where’s 
Mitch?
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JULIA
Last time I talked to him he was 
coming to pick me up at the gym. 
That was an hour ago.

TOM
Your brother sucks.

JULIA
Tell me about it.

EXT. UNCLE WILL’S HOUSE - DAY 

Tom’s car is parked in the driveway of a nice two story 
colonial house. The rain has stopped but it’s still overcast.

INT. UNCLE WILL’S HOUSE - KITCHEN - DAY 

Julia is cleaning up some dishes in the sink. Tom sits at the 
dinner table drinking some juice.

JULIA
One day my dad wants to kick him 
out, the next they’re BFF.

TOM
Still no job?

JULIA
Nope. Nothing.

Julia comes over and sits down at the table.

JULIA (CONT’D)
Maybe you can talk to him?

Tom doesn’t like that idea.

TOM
I don’t know...

JULIA
Come on, he looks up to you like a 
big brother.

TOM
I’m the last guy who needs to be 
giving someone advice about how to 
run their life.

Julia looks at Tom with puppy dog eyes.
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JULIA
Please?

INT. FAMILY ROOM - CONTINUOUS

DING DONG.

The door opens to reveal MITCH, chubby, mid 20s, goatee, 
standing on the front porch. He sports a baggy t-shirt and 
his eyes are bloodshot.

MITCH
Sup cuz?

Tom looks less than thrilled.

TOM
Mitch, what a pleasant surprise.

INT. BASEMENT - CONTINUOUS

Tom is at his desk working on a strip. Mitch lays on the 
couch, feet propped up on one of the chairs. His head nodding 
to music only he can hear.

MITCH
You should think about getting a 
Mac and doing that stuff in 
Photoshop.

TOM
I like doing it by hand.

MITCH
But they got these tablet things 
you can draw on and it puts it 
right up on the screen. So it’s 
sort of like still using your hands 
except that it--

TOM
How’s the job search?

Mitch is tripped up by Tom’s abrupt change in subject. It 
takes him a second to refocus.

MITCH
It’s going.
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TOM
Because your sister told me you 
stopped looking.

MITCH
No one’s hiring.

TOM
Have you applied anywhere?

MITCH
No.

TOM
See, that might be the problem. You 
can’t get a job unless you ask for 
a job. Ask. Get. 

Mitch grins a bit.

TOM (CONT’D)
That how it works. Ask. Get.

Tom turns and playfully smacks Mitch’s foot.

TOM (CONT’D)
People your age should be moving 
out. Living a life. Not sitting at 
home all day playing Call of Duty

MITCH
It’s like, I want to work, but I 
just have no idea doing what.

TOM
What about web stuff? You did that 
in college. You were pretty good 
too. Do something with that.

MITCH
I guess. I could run your website.

Tom turns back to his desk.

TOM
I don’t have a website.

MITCH
You need one bro. That’s where all 
the hot comics are now. PVP. Penny 
Arcade. Perry Bible Fellowship.
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TOM
I’m not getting a website. Let’s 
concentrate on what you need to do 
before we talk about what I need to 
do. Okay?

MITCH
Just sayin’.

INT. SMALL OFFICE - DAY 

Sharon lights up a cigarette and sits next to an open window. 
Tom lays with his feet up on the arm of the couch.

SHARON
I want to know about your roommate.

TOM
I’m telling you my life’s falling 
apart and you want to know about my 
roommate?

SHARON
Your life isn’t falling apart. It’s 
called a rough patch. It happens. 
Get over it. 

Sharon checks her notes.

SHARON (CONT’D)
How long has Scott lived with you.

TOM
I don’t know. Two years I guess.

SHARON
And he moved in after your 
grandmother died?

TOM
A few months later, yeah.

SHARON
And you knew him before that?

TOM
When we were kids. His parents 
moved away in the third grade. 

Tom’s agitated.
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TOM (CONT’D)
Why do you want to know about 
Scott? I’m the patient.

SHARON
Standard patient background info. 
Did you two go to school together?

TOM
No, he was in a private school. Can 
we get back to me for a second?

Sharon puts her pad down.

SHARON
I don’t want to know about you 
right now, I want to know about 
Scott. Look, I don’t know what kind 
of shit you used to pull with Dr. 
Girbaud, but that ain’t me. I’m 
running the show here. So you gonna 
play ball or do we call it a night?

They sit in silence for a moment. Sharon crosses her legs.

SHARON (CONT’D)
Well?

TOM
I’m sorry. I just wanted some 
advice. Like help me set some goals 
for myself or something.

SHARON
I’m not here to give you advice or 
set goals. That’s a life coach. I’m  
psychologist. I help you ask 
yourself the right questions. To do 
that I need to know things. So if I 
ask you a question, I expect you to 
answer it, truthfully and honestly, 
or this whole thing isn’t going to 
work.

INT. FAMILY ROOM - NIGHT

Tom and Scott, still sporting his work clothes, are on 
opposite sides of the couch watching TV.

SCOTT
I don’t see the problem with that. 
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TOM
Don’t see a problem? I pay her to 
give me advice. I need her to set 
goals for me.

SCOTT
That’s a life coach, not a 
therapist.

TOM
Jesus, you sound just like her. She 
started asking me all sorts of 
questions about you.

Scott takes special interest in that and sits up. Tom doesn’t 
notice.

SCOTT
What ... sort of questions?

TOM
How long we’ve known each other. 
What you do for a living. When you 
moved in. Stuff like that.

SCOTT
She say why?

TOM
Something about background info, 
but I don’t know ... I felt like 
there was more to it. Something she 
wasn’t letting on.

Scott sits back.

SCOTT
I wouldn’t worry about it. If 
anything, stop being such a dick to 
her and maybe you’ll start feeling 
like you’re getting somewhere.

INT. TOM’S HOUSE - TOM’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Tom stares up at the ceiling. He leans over and looks at the 
alarm clock, 3:42 AM. 

TOM
Not here to give you advice ... 
just help you ask yourself the 
right questions. What kind of 
bullshit is that?
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He sighs, rolls over, and closes his eyes.

EXT. TAZZA - PATIO - DAY

A small coffee shop. Trendy but without trying to be trendy. 
A few patrons sit inside.

Tom sits alone on the small patio. His feet resting on one of 
the two spare chairs. He’s drawing on his sketch pad.

Howard walks out of the coffee shop, coffee in each hand. He 
hands Tom a coffee and takes a seat.

HOWARD
I got some good news for you buddy.

TOM
And that might be?

Tom sips his coffee. Howard can’t hide his excitement.

HOWARD
What do you know about Oklahoma 
City?

TOM
Founded during the land run of 
eighteen eighty nine. Capital of 
Oklahoma. Thirtieth largest city in 
the US. 

Howard just stares blankly at Tom.

TOM (CONT’D)
I’m fucking sweet at Trivial 
Pursuit. What can I say?

HOWARD
I think I’ve got someone there 
interested in your strip.

Tom sits up.

TOM
Really? You’re serious?

Howard smiles and sips his coffee.

HOWARD
I told you I wouldn’t stop trying 
Tommy boy. 
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TOM
Howard, I could kiss you right now.

HOWARD
They’ll be in town in a few months 
to talk. Several hundred thousand 
circulation. Nothing is set in 
stone, but I wanted to let you know 
what was going on.

TOM
I don’t care if it’s Oklahoma or 
Nebraska. I’ll take what I can get.

INT. UNCLE WILL’S HOUSE - KITCHEN - NIGHT

Big plates of delicious looking spaghetti and meatballs 
surround the dinner table. Tom, Julia, Mitch and UNCLE WILL, 
late 50s, short hair, mustache, chow down.

TOM
Thanks for having me over for 
dinner.

UNCLE WILL
Anything for my favorite nephew.

TOM
I’m your only nephew.

Uncle Will winks at Tom.

UNCLE WILL
But you’re my favorite.

Tom tries to hide his grin.

EXT. UNCLE WILL’S HOUSE - BACK PORCH - NIGHT

Tom and Uncle Will are leaning against the rail on the back 
porch. Each have a glass of red wine.

It’s calm. Tranquil. The backyard goes on forever. Crickets 
chirp away. A subtle breeze. All in all, a perfect night.

UNCLE WILL
How are things going for you?

Uncle Will lights up a cigarette.
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TOM
Good, good, some newspaper in 
Oklahoma’s interested in my strip.

UNCLE WILL
No, I mean with you.

TOM
Oh.

UNCLE WILL
Things around the house still okay? 
Not seeing ghosts or anything?

Tom grins. 

TOM
Nah, nothing like that. 

TOM (CONT’D)
I still find things from time to 
time. Stuff she left. Hidden in 
corners. Weird places.

UNCLE WILL
That was your grandmother for ya. 
Always hiding things. Worried her 
boys were going to break ‘em.

Uncle Will takes a long drag. He looks out across the yard.

UNCLE WILL (CONT’D)
I’m glad she left you the house.

TOM
Why’s that?

UNCLE WILL
I sure as hell didn’t want it.

A subtle laugh by both.

UNCLE WILL (CONT’D)
You know I still haven’t met that 
roommate of yours, what’s his name--

TOM
Scott.

UNCLE WILL
Been what, a year now?
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TOM
Two.

UNCLE WILL
Jesus, that long already? Seems 
like it was just yesterday. 

An awkward silence. Uncle Will drifts off in thought.

UNCLE WILL (CONT’D)
You’re a good kid. I want you to 
know I’m proud of you.

Uncle Will tosses his cigarette into the yard, pats Tom on 
the shoulder, and walks inside. Tom is left standing alone on 
the porch, a bit confused.

INT. TOM’S HOUSE - FAMILY ROOM - NIGHT

Tom enters. A blue hue from the TV in an otherwise dark room. 
Scott is asleep on the couch, still wearing his work clothes. 

Tom turns off the TV. He goes over and taps Scott’s feet a 
few times. Scott wakes up. Out of sorts. His eyes puffy. 

TOM
Hey, you staying out here?

Scott nods and lays back down.

TOM (CONT’D)
Whatever.

Tom walks down the hallway and into his bedroom. The door 
across from Tom’s is shut.

INT. TOM’S BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

Tom shuts the door. He turns on a small lamp on the night 
stand. He lays down on his bed and stares at the ceiling.

After a moment Tom sits up. He reaches for something under 
his bed. A shoebox. Pictures inside.

He puts it on the bed. His fingers and sorts through a few, 
searching. He pulls one out.

A family. Mother. Father. Son. They’re standing in the drive 
way smiling. It’s Tom’s house. 

CORNER OF PICTURE: AUG 81 in small orange font. 
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A brown Chrysler New Yorker is behind them. The father holds 
the boy on his hip, the mother standing next to them.

Tom looks longingly at it. Then, his vision drifts off to the 
back ground. Sitting on the porch smoking is a young Uncle 
Will. He’s looking over at the family, but he’s not smiling.

After a moment Tom puts the picture back in the box and turns 
off the lamp.

INT. TOM’S CAR - DAY 

Tom is sitting in the parking lot of Trader Joe’s. He’s 
listing to some local news coverage on NPR.

REPORTER
With COX Enterprises accepting the 
buyout offer from NEWSCorp, Atlanta 
Journal Constitution employees are 
going from wondering if the deal 
would happen, to wondering if 
they’ll still have a job. For NPR 
News I’m Steve Goss in Atlanta.

Tom turns off the radio and smacks the steering wheel.

TOM
This is just great.

INT. TRADER JOE’S - CONTINUOUS

Tom reads the back label on a jar of pickles. Michelle walks 
past the end of the isle carrying a box. Its too fast for Tom 
to notice.

TOM
What the hell is sodium benzoate?

Michelle walks backward until she’s standing at the end of 
the isle again, in clear view. Tom looks up, and waves her 
over. She smiles and cheerfully waltzes to his cart.

TOM (CONT’D)
Sodium benzoate. That sound organic 
to you?

MICHELLE
What?

She places her box in the children’s seat of the cart.
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TOM
Never mind.

Tom puts the can back on the shelf and grabs some pickles 
from another brand, spinning it around to check the label.

MICHELLE
The strip with the guy spitting out 
the coffee the other day was funny.

Tom isn’t listening. He’s concentrating on the label.

TOM
Cucumbers and vinegar. Good times.

Tom tosses the pickles in his cart. He starts down the isle.

MICHELLE
How long does it take you to do 
one?

Tom snaps at her.

TOM
Do what?

MICHELLE
The strip. If I knew you were in a 
bad mood I wouldn’t have asked.

TOM
No ... I’m sorry, just having a bad 
morning. 

MICHELLE
Why, what’s up?

TOM
This whole AJC buyout thing. I’ve 
just got this bad feeling about it.

Tom grabs a jar of olives.

MICHELLE
Well if you want to blow off some 
steam me and some friends were 
going to Tazza Friday to catch this 
band that--

Tom can see where this is going. He acts quickly to head 
things off by walking away.
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TOM
Sounds like you guys will have a 
good time. I gotta jet.

Michelle puts her hands on her hips.

MICHELLE
My box.

Tom places it on a random shelf he passes. He rounds the 
corner and out of view.

INT. TOM’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY 

Tom is pacing around the living room. John sits on the couch, 
mildly amused with Tom’s antics. The TV is on.

TOM
She was there. She saw I was tense. 
She reached out. And what did I do?

JOHN
You acted like a giant vagina.

TOM
I acted like a giant vagina.

Tom flops down on the other side of the couch, defeated. He 
looks over at John.

TOM (CONT’D)
Why am I such a pussy?

JOHN
Genetics?

TOM
Probably right.

Tom sighs.

JOHN
You wanna get drunk tonight?

TOM
That's not going to make me feel 
any better. What are you doing home 
from work?

John taps his forehead.
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JOHN
Headache.

TOM
God damn headaches.

Tom gets up.

JOHN
Up so soon?

Tom opens the door to the basement.

TOM
Strip isn’t going to draw itself.

INT. BASEMENT - NIGHT

Tom hunched over his desk. Pages of drawings litter the area. 
An old transistor radio tuned to late night talk radio.

Tom looks over at the clock.

ON THE CLOCK: 3:17 A.M.

TOM
Jesus. I’m starving.

Tom rubs his eyes and gets up.

INT. TOM’S KITCHEN - NIGHT

Tom eats some canned nuts. A blue hue seeps into the 
otherwise dar kitchen.

Tom looks into the family room. The TV is on. No one is 
there.

INT. FAMILY ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Tom walks over and turns the TV off.

INT. HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Tom knocks on the door across from his bedroom.

TOM
John?
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No answer. Tom taps gently again.

TOM (CONT’D)
John?

Still no answer. Tom’s face sours.

TOM (CONT’D)
Quit leaving the damn TV on.

Tom walks into his room. He shuts the door.

EXT. PATIO OF RESTAURANT - DAY 

It’s bright outside. Flawless blue sky. Small parties sit 
around on trendy cast iron tables and chairs.

Tom concentrates on lining his silverware in parallel lines. 
Howard sits across form him. He’s not doing a good job hiding 
how nervous he is.

TOM
Why lunch?

HOWARD
Why not?

Tom’s eyes dart over to Howard as his index finger traces the 
bottom of the butter knife. 

TOM
We’ve jsut been seeing so much of 
each other lately. It’s...unusual.

HOWARD
Come on buddy. An agent can’t take 
his client out to lunch?

Tom moves the knife ever so slightly to the left.

TOM
Twice in one week?

Howard loses it. He can’t hide the truth any longer.

HOWARD
I’m sorry. I’m so sorry. I wanted 
to have something lined up before I 
had to tell you this--

TOM
Tell me what?
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HOWARD
I tried. I tried so hard Tommy boy. 
It’s just bad timing.

TOM
What’s bad timing? Howard, what 
happened?

HOWARD
The strip. Your strip. They 
cancelled it. 

TOM
Canceled!

HOWARD
The last one runs Sunday.

Tom’s face sinks. He leans back in his chair, speechless.

HOWARD (CONT’D)
They cancelled everyone. Went fully 
syndicated. I didn’t know how to 
tell you. I wanted to have 
something else lined to soften the 
blow. I’m sorry Tommy boy. I let 
you down, I’m such a failure--

But Tom isn’t listening. Behind his empty, cold eyes, his 
entire life’s goal is slipping out of reach.

Tom looks over at the other tables. People laughing. Having a 
good time. Smiling.

TOM
I ... I gotta get outta here. I 
gotta go.

Tom abruptly gets up and walks away. Howard stands, he tries 
to say something, but nothing comes out. He just watches Tom 
walk away.
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